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THE FELIX PROPELLER BY FRED FELIX A new idea displayed at the Oshkosh Convention this year is a lower-noise, higher-thrust propeller. Fred Felix of Felix Propellers has been awarded a patent on a very unusual airfoil which he has adapted to propellers. He displayed noise and thrust test results along with the propeller at the EAA Woodworking Workshop and gave a brief rundown of the tests and the airfoil at his propeller forum. There was plenty of interest, but little time to answer all the questions, so Fred hasfollowed-up with an article to give more people an opportunity to learn about it.



The airfoil shape is the most interesting part of the propeller; otherwise it looks pretty much like any other propeller as can be seen in the photos. One is for an airplane and the other for an airboat. The profile of the airfoil contains two points of greater thickness with concave areas in between on both the top and bottom. Even a thousand words aren't able to convey the idea as well as a simple picture so refer to Illustration 1. I call it the Bicam-



bered Surface Airfoil because both upper and lower surfaces have two raised convex sections on them with a concave section in between. The air flowing across the airfoil surface follows the curves of the surface. Airflow separation is prevented by the



second thicker raised section and by the



concave area in front of it. By having concaves on both top and bottom, camber of the airfoil itself is not affected by the double surface cambers. Aerodynamicists could explain precisely how it works. It's easier for me to explain it by saying that when fluids flow they prefer to meander. Having a meandering surface to follow, the flow stays attached more readily. When I first began experimenting with this shape I was making canoe paddles and was attempting to maximize drag. The concave areas were supposed to provide higher drag. I wasn't looking for a wing so was not looking for an aerodynamic shape with reduced drag. However, everything kept pointing to less drag when the shape was used as an airfoil. Empirical tests and computer simulations verified that the shape has equal or reduced drag at most angles-of-attack.



HOW WAS THE AIRFOIL IDEA DEVELOPED? Lots of people ask how I ever came up with the idea for this unusual shape for an airfoil. It's a long story and being a short story person, I haven't ever really told it completely before, but now is a good time. The idea started out as a small personal quest. Over time it kept growing bigger. When I first saw a compound



bow (the one with pulleys and more than one string), I was amazed that through thousands of years of use, the bow and arrow hadn't been changed, but after all those years someone in the 20th century could come up with a great improvement to this common, simple tool. It is said that necessity is the mother of invention. The bow was a weapon that had long since become obsolete as a necessary tool of survival. Now, when it wasn't a critical necessity, and perhaps totally unnecessary, someone had improved the bow, thus disproving the adage. That inspired me to believe there were other common, simple tools that might allow for improvement. A common, simple tool I used a lot was a canoe paddle because I enjoyed white water canoeing and went on at least one trip every spring with Bill Ferko, my long time canoeing partner. I tried to think of ways a paddle might be made to do its job better. Over some years time I made paddles with lots of changes and tried them. Most seemed to work O.K., some a little bit better, some not as good. Finally, I hit on a design that really worked great. It was smooth in the water, worked well to keep the boat straight in winds and enabled me to paddle up-river better than ever before. I wanted to show it to Bill on our annual spring white water trip on northeastern Wisconsin's Peshtigo River. The first



time he put it in the water it caught beSPORT AVIATION 101



PROFILE OF BICAMBERED SURFACE AIRFOIL



Trailing Edge



Leading Edge Illustration I tween some rocks and the blade split so he didn't get to try it that spring. In cross-section the paddle blade has a dogbone shape with pointed ends, sort of a little wing on each side of the blade and at the tip, thus being thicker along the edges with a thin, flat area in the center, it was tested in a large flow channel at the University of Wisconsin School of Engineering by students of Professor John Hoopes. They found it produced equal thrust with 12% less effort compared to the best traditional paddle we could find. The paddles were raced once, by a women's team organized by Beth Schluter of Oconomowoc, WI. These were international races with competitors from Hawaii and California, as well as Scandinavia, Australia and other ocean front countries. Races were marathon events of forty-plus miles on the open ocean in six person outrigger canoes. Chase boats followed each canoe. Every twenty or thirty minutes or so two paddlers would be dropped ahead of the canoe and as the outrigger side passed over them they would climb aboard while two spent paddlers would bail out to be picked up by the chase boat. This way paddlers could rest while the boat kept going non-stop. Paddlers had an hour of furi102 NOVEMBER 1997



ous work, then an hour of rest. The "Landlock" Wisconsin team almost won with those paddles, but other teams had knowledge of favorable currents that Beth's team didn't and this cost them the victory. They placed fourth out of seventeen teams. At some point in trying to figure out how and why the paddles worked so well, serendipity set in. I tried the paddles sideways like a wing, in water and in the air outside a car window. The University flow channel tests showed that at parallel or near parallel angles to the flow, drag was lower on my paddles than on the others. The amount of lift at any angle was also surprisingly high. With these good things happening it seemed natural to investigate the use of the paddle shape (at least somewhat similar shapes), as wings. I had been very interested in airplanes in my youth, before discovering cars and girls. By this time, having lost interest in cars, I was ready to get back to my old diversion of airplanes and flight. One reference in a book on airplanes led me to the University Biology Library where I learned that inset wings, which have similar shape characteristics, have very high lift and do not stall. Steve Wittman said, when told that the bumble bee had too



much weight to be able to fly, "Maybe nobody ever told him he couldn't." I made up a short poem to answer: It's said the bumble bee cannot fly. His coefficient of lift is impossibly high. But fly he does, as we all can see. Seems no one ever told the bee. But his secret's out, I can tell you now. It's the bee himself, never told us how. One summer was spent building and testing model gliders by flying them from the sun roof of our car (my economy wind tunnel). These tests gave measured lift, velocity and angle of attack by suspending weights from the fuselage down into the front seat, using the car speedometer and using a gravity protractor to get angles. I was able to calculate lift coefficients and angle-of-attack, but unfortunately this provided no data on drag. I spent many days at the University of Wisconsin Engineering library, studied aerodynamics, checked out volumes of aerodynamics texts, read patents and went to seminar sessions on patents. NASA Langley and Massachusetts Institute of Technology allowed me to use their Computer Fluid Dynamics (CFD) programs to do simulated wind tunnel tests. The CFD runs verified the high lift, low drag results of a wind tunnel test done under the direction of Dr. Mukund Acharya, aerodynamicist, at Illinois Institute of Technology. With a lot of help from the UW intellectual property librarian, Sarah Calcese, and a sympathetic, patient, patent attorney, Paul Hendrickson of Holmen, WI, I applied for and received US letters patent #5,395,071. Thinking that real-world tests would tell more, quicker, cheaper (sounds like NASA's slogan, right?), we went straight to testing the airfoil on propellers rather than doing high level (quote "expensive") wind tunnel testing. Jim Clement flew several propellers on his CAFE tested Tailwind W-10, N6168X. The first flight was exciting in anticipation, but almost dull in execution. No one had ever used such an airfoil before. Jim was not going to takeoff if anything seemed out of the ordinary. Suspense built during a slightly longer than usual run-up. But, then he took off in normal fashion. We on the ground had no knowledge of what was happening because we couldn't raise Jim on the radio during the flight. We found out later that Jim hadn't switched his unit on. If he simply forgot to turn it on or just didn't believe it necessary, we'll never know. Jim is always relaxed,



Jon Krapfl and Oiane Johnson with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service airboat at Horicon Marsh Jim Clement installing an experimental propeller on his Tailwind.



never appears to get unstrung.



It seemed that everyone from four



counties who had anything to do with flying was there that day to witness this strange looking propeller and its success or failure. Not at all the secret, reclusive, skunk works-type event I had envisioned, where only Jim and me would know what



was happening. When Jim did his high speed pass over the Baraboo airport that



Sunday morning everyone agreed: "It just isn't turning up the way it should. Sounds like a low speed cruise, 2500 rpm or so." It was a cold day in February and Jerry Coughlin and I waited in his pick-up for



was it seemed Bicambered Surface Airfoil propellers got off the ground quicker,



but on airplane flights we had no good way to measure and verify this. Thrust measurements had to be made, so propellers to measure sound and static thrust



were carved for airboats where these qualities (quiet and high thrust) are badly



needed and more readily measured. The airboat tests are very encouraging, demonstrating substantially higher thrust



and again, substantially lower noise. The



U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service at Horicon Marsh uses one. Their regular pro-



pellers can be heard from their base no matter where the boat is on the 35,000



JPERFORMANCE 3ixi the ground



Jim to land. Most everyone else had discreetly disappeared, back to their projects in various hangars. I was ready to call it quits and Jerry was consoling me. "If nothing else, at least you can sell it as a



quiet propeller," he encouraged as the Tailwind taxied by us to the hangar. "It sure is quiet." And it was, going swish-swishswish, rather than the staccato bark usually heard from Jim's airplane.



I walked up to Jim as he got out of the



airplane, ready for the bad news and asked him how it went.



"Does everything a propeller is supposed to do," Jim replied. "Wound up to 2800 and



went just as fast as the regular one." With those brief words we learned that the Bicambered Surface Airfoil works as well on propellers as ordinary airfoils, with no undesirable results; especially no increase in drag at high speeds. It was better by being exceptionally quiet, so quiet that we tried several other versions of the airfoil to learn more about propeller noise. A second benefit
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STATIC THRUST AND NOISE TESTS



DECIBELS 50' LATERAL TO PROP vs RPM



USING A FRANKLIN ENGINE, Model PZL-F



RATED AT 100 HORSEPOWER AT 2,600 RPM, 1,000' MSL 105



THE 68" TWO-BLADE, COMPOSITE, GROUND-ADJUSTABLE PROPELLER WAS ADJUSTED FOR MAXIMUM THRUST OBTAINABLE. IT WAS THE BEST PERFORMING COMPETING PROPELLER TESTED INCLUDING A COMPOSITE, GROUND-ADJUSTABLE, THREE-BLADE
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95 66'BICAMBERED FELIX PROPELLER 68" GROUND ADJUSTABLE COMPOSITE
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CONCLUSIONS THE FELIX BICAMBERED AIRFOIL PROPELLER PRODUCES MORE THRUST WITH LESS NOISE THE FELIX BICAMBERED AIRFOIL PROPELLER IS MORE EFFICIENT, PRODUCING GREATER THRUST -USING LOWER RPM AND -USING LESS DISK AREA (66" VS 68" DIAMETER)



acre refuge. The sound from the Felix



Propeller practically disappears when it



gets out 200 yards. It can't be heard at all when it is an appreciable distance away. In various tests bystander reaction has been positive. Remarks have been re-



ceived such as, "At least it doesn't sound like a machine gun going off," and, "It didn't shake the house like the other one did."



100 •*• 66'BICAMBERED FELIX PROPELLER -e- 68' GROUND ADJUSTABLE COMPOSITE 1
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PATENTS AND INVENTIONS I set out to improve the canoe paddle



and ended up with improved propellers and a new-tech, high-tech airfoil. In retrospect it looks as though it's a combination of 25% determination, 25% seeing



and recognizing an opportunity and 50% luck. The rest I attribute to mathematical
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skills. If what I set out to do turned out differently than I originally planned it, and with a different result, it was better than I could have dreamed. I had the good fortune to learn from lots of mistakes and the good fortune of having had help from a great many good people. Eva, that's Mrs. Felix, just hates the



word "invention." If she ever does refer to it she just calls it the "I" word. I can understand why because of all she has had to put up with and all the sacrifices she has made for this idea. When I first started



thinking airfoils we were at first elated by the idea. Elation gradually changed to



never-ending anticipation that soon the



idea would be proved and I could turn to more productive pursuits, then disappointment when yet another obstacle



reared its ugly head. Success was always around the corner, but there was always another corner. When I got discouraged and didn't know what to do, Eva consoled



me and told me to follow my instinct. If I
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moped around long-faced for a few days, eventually she would tell me what my instinct was so I could follow it. So around our house we never say the "I" word. But the process we went



through was one of discovery, improvement, refinement, proof, patenting, testing, developing, all of which can be combined in only one word: invention. Invention was dealing with something new, something no one had ever dealt with before, and it didn't turn out the way we planned because something new is unplannable. It was a process of chaos in which one might find, but can seldom manufacture, opportunity. We had the sympathy of our friends and family, even though at times they didn't understand me and occasionally appeared to



per applicants' behavior toward agents. Once the patent deed was finally granted I was able to develop a philosophical attitude and see that all the rework the agent made me do was for my benefit and helped to strengthen the patent. To say this idea has had a big effect on our lives would be wholly inadequate. Looking back, I am not so sure I would have pursued it had I been able to see what was ahead. But I'm glad now that 1 didn't know.



FUTURE APPLICATIONS Many questions were posed at Oshkosh, but one several people asked when they learned how our high-thrust, reduced-noise propeller works was, "Can this be used for an airplane wing?" I believe it can. Applied to a wing, the Bicambered Surface Airfoil ought to produce more lift than traditional wings with reduced low speed drag and no increase in high speed drag. That means shorter takeoffs, greater payloads or more speed using reduced wing surface. At the very least it would reduce aircraft cost and complexity by reducing the need for



be wondering about my mental state. Mark Twain words apply... The man with an idea is a crank — until the idea succeeds. My greatest promoter and most understanding mentor has been and is Jan Christie, EAA 332, Eva's father, retired Scandinavian Airlines 747 pilot and Formula I racer. Testing the idea was the most fun part of all. I talked to so many and found a whole community of learned people in colleges, universities and other government institutions who were interested and willing to help out. They patiently listened and helped me with the technical language and with such insights as why a positive pressure gradient isn't the same as a favorable pressure gradient. They used their facilities and people to run experiments and provided the data they obtained without charge. The patent process was grueling. Patent attorneys are worth all they charge and more for the amount of work involved in searching prior art. They have to know if anyone has ever done this same thing before, anywhere in the world. Then they have to describe the invention in excruciatingly specific terms. Here finally is a use for all those details of language arts that didn't seem so important when I was in school. I wished I had been more attentive in English classes. The government patent agent became an object of wrath with all his/her nitpicking questions, objections, denials, affirmations, rejections, etc. Seemingly endless formal letters with details of specificity that try the patience, such as changing "the" to "a" when an element has not already been formally introduced as a Subject of its Clause in a claim. In spite of what I felt toward the agent and what I imagined could be done to him/her, all my letters had to begin with, "Dear Sir:" and end with, "Very respectfully," which in no way reflected what I was feeling at the time. The excessive formality and courtesy required no doubt acts to tem-



slats, flaps and other high lift devices. The markedly improved stall characteristics we have observed in testing could mean safer flying. Better stall performance would improve acrobatic performance of airplanes. Helicopter rotors could be made more efficient and quieter. Uses aren't limited to aircraft however. Wind generators, hydrofoils, boat propellers and sailboat keels are also candidates for the Bicambered Surface Airfoil. I hope someday to see this become a universally accepted method to make better planes, boats, propellers, fans, etc. I would welcome users who want to license this technology for application to their aerodynamic products. Perhaps joint venture partners would be interested in providing capital needed to expand our own product offerings. 1 have ideas for applying the knowledge to products besides propellers, but research and development takes a lot of time and money. (For additional information contact Fred Felix at W-10508 Bell Rd., Camp Douglas, WI 54618, 608/427-6544 or l-800/PROPELR.) +
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The Maloof Controllable Propeller 

By Ralph P. Maloof (EAA 89233). P.O. Box 38. Calabasas, CA 91302. L.LMOST TWO YEARS have passed since I initiated the design of the Model C-3.6 ...
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LigoDLB Propeller 5 LigoDLB Propeller 2 

og aÃ°rar krÃ¶fur, sem gerÃ°ar eru Ã tilskipun 1999/5/EC. Italiano [Italian]. Con la presente Wilibox dichiara che questo LigoDLB Propeller 2, LigoDLB Propeller 5, Ã¨ conforme ai requisiti essenziali ed alle altre disposizioni pertinenti stabilite d










 








PROPELLER TRACKING 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. IT'S IMPORTANT TO CHECK for proper track- ing whenever installing a propeller. A propeller that is not tracking properly will.
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Much has been written about detecting metal fatigue through inspection for cracks. This should not give the false impression that the absence of cracks indicates ...
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Apr 19, 1993 - the hub failed, releasing a propeller blade. The resultant ... Many assume dry air helps preserve metal. ... A propeller stored with its blades in a.
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Liasse fiscale FELIX TRANSPORTS MANUTENTION 
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Liasse fiscale ETABLISSEMENTS FELIX DAVID 

ETABLISSEMENTS FELIX DAVID. 4 3 8 1 ..... NO. DÃ©signation de l'entreprise. * Des explications concernant cette rubrique sont donnÃ©es dans la notice nÂ° 2032.










 








Nomograph for Propeller Design 

of the Playboy which contains the fuselage and tail group - zinc chromated, landing gear, wheels, wing ribs, spars, plans, plus many fittings and other parts.










 








Propeller Fatigue - Size 

fatigue limit is exceeded, metal lite is being used up. Virtu- ally all metal .... the blade or running a pencil tip lightly along the blade ... Node Location from tip. 17".










 








Demystifying Propeller Pitch 

way of life. We can take comfort in Oscar ... Turning a bolt into a nut moves it forward a given distance for each full turn. This is its pitch. If you have a 16-pitch bolt, one full turn will advance it 1/16 inch, or 16 full turns will move it 1 ...










 








Propeller Dynamic Balance 

(IPS) and location of the mass trim weights. (in degrees) from the engine index mark. The ACES manual provides an excellent guide to dynamically balancing ...










 








Choosing A Propeller 
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PROPELLER- General thrust equation 

force equals mass time acceleration a. F = m * a ... force term equal to the exit area Ae times the exit pressure minus the free stream pressure. The general.










 








Demystifying Propeller Pitch 

the hub. Measuring the blade angle at the 75- percent radius station (three-fourths of the way out on the blade from the hub axis) may calculate to 74 inches of ...
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